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For classical continuous n-particle systems equilibrium states are characterized by a condition of 
passivity. 
PACS numbers: 05.20. - y, 05.70. - a 
INTRODUCTION 
In statistical mechanics one describes the equilibrium 
states by a density function (operator) of the form 
p = e - {3H /z. The aim of this paper is to give for classical 
systems a justification for this from the second law ofther-
modynamics: If a system is in equilibrium, no work is per-
formed by the system if the external parameters are varied in 
a certain (cyclic) way. 
The notion of passivity has been introduced in Ref. 1 
and the equivalence of equilibrium, KMS, and complete pas-
sivity established for abstract C *-dynamical systems, where, 
as in fermion and lattice systems, the dynamics is given by a 
strongly continuous one-parameter group of automor-
phisms. In a related paper2 the notion of passivity is dis-
cussed, for finite quantum spin systems, in detail. This prob-
lem has not been treated yet for continuous classical systems. 
Therefore we will consider here classical continuous systems 
consisting of n-point masses, and realize a program analo-
gous to the one in Ref. 2. 
The main part of this paper deals with the characteriza-
tion of passive states by a very simple condition on the densi-
ty function (Theorem 1). The rest of the results follow from 
this Theorem and investigations similar to those given in 
Ref. 2. As far as we know, the proof of Theorem 1 is essen-
tially new. In Ref. 1 part of the results is proved relying on 
the algebraic structure for KMS states as obtained in Ref. 3, 
whereas in this paper we rather use symplectic geometry. 
1. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
In this section we fix the notation and quote some stan-
dard results on Hamiltonian mechanics; for more details see, 
e.g., Refs. 4-6. 
A n-particle classical system S is described by (M2k, il, 
H), where M 2k is a symplectic manifold (the cotangent bun-
dle of the configuration manifold), il the canonical symplec-
tic 2-form, and H the Hamilton function on M 2k. [One could 
think of M 2k = (lRd X IRd r if the particles move freely in d-
dimensional Euclidean space or M2k = (T d XlRdr if the 
particles are enclosed in a box with periodic boundary condi-
tions.] In the following we write Mfor M2k. A will denote the 
Liouville measure on M. Let us introduce some function 
spaces onM. 
C = (M ) is the set of (real) C = -functions on M. 
C (; (M) is the subset offunctions with compact support. 
CO(M) is the set of (complex) continuous functions 
which have a limit at infinity. 
L 2(M,A )isthesetof(complex)L 2-functionswithrespect 
to A. ~ is the C *-algebra of (complex) continuous functions 
on Sf, where Sf is the one point compactification of M. As a 
set, ~ equals CalM). 
The Poisson bracket is a bilinear map [ , j:C (; (M) 
xC (; (M )-C (; (M) such that for allf, g, hEC (; (M): 
(p 1) Skew-symmetry: If, g j = - I g,f J; 
(p2) Jacobi identity: 
{If,gj,h} + {lh,fj,g} + {I g,h j,f} =0; 
(p3) Leibnitz rule: I fg, h j = If, h j.g + I g, h j:f. 
A difIlM), resp. S difIlM), is the set of A-(volume)-pre-
serving, resp. symplectic (il-preserving), diffeomorphisms 
on M. A diffo(M) and S diffo(M) are the subsets consisting of 
diffeomorphisms which differ from the identity only in a 
compact subset of M. S diffo(M) - id will denote the C =-
connected component of the identity in S diffo(M). The fol-
lowing are in one-to-one correspondence: 
HEC =(M) locally defined; 
X H local Hamiltonian vector field with Hamilton func-
tionH; 
L H:C = (M )-C = (M) the Liouville operator defined by 
LH(f) = If,Hj; 
(<PI)IER the phase flow, a one-parameter group in S 
difIlM) defined for small 1 t I. 
The correspondence is defined by the following formulas: 
:J~o <P, (x) =XH(x), 
~ I,~O f( <PI (x)) = (LH f)(x) = If, H j(x). 
Given a Hamilton function H, the equations of motion in 
local coordinates read: 
aH p, = - -a ' Pi(O) =p,o, 
q, 
. aH 
qi = -a ' q,(O) = qiO . 
'Pi 
Write (p,q) = x. The solution of these equations XI = <PI (xo) 
defines the phase flow <PI' If the Hamiltonian is time-depen-
dent, we write XI = <P"S (xs ), where <P"S is the flow from s to t 
along the trajectories of the solutions of the equations of 
motion with initial condition xIs) = XS' <P"S is no longer a 
one-p~rameter group, but one has <P,.S = <P"U °<pu,s' If 
<PEA dlfIlM), a unitary linear operator <P *: L 2(M, A)-
_L 2(M, A ) is defined by transposition: 
<P *(f) =f°<p. 
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A state w of the system S is a normalized positive linear 
functional on ill:: 
where f.l is a normalized, regular, Borel measure on M. We 
only consider states which are given by a positive density 
functionp: 
t. = pEL l(M,A). 
Perturbations of the dynamics: We assume that the field 
X H is full and therefore the corresponding phase flow <p, is 
defined for all tER. This guarantees that all differential equa-
tions considered in the sequel have solutions defined for all 
tER. 
Definition 1: A perturbation is a family (h, )'ER in 
C a (M) such that: 
(hI) (t,x)-h,(x) is smooth; 
(h2) h, = 0 for ti(O,T); 
(h3) u supp(h,) is contained in a compact subset of 
'ER 
M. 
The perturbed phase flow corresponding to the time-depen-
dent Hamiltonian H + h, is denoted by t/l"s' 
2. PASSIVITY, COMPLETE PASSIVITY, AND 
STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
Given the perturbation hI' we define (cf. Ref. 1) 
h ( (dh,) I : = Jo t/l~o dt dtEill:. 
Definition 2: w is called a passive state iffor all perturba-
tions h, w(1 h »0. 
Theorem 1: w is passive if and only if p is decreasing with 
respect to H, i.e., for all x, yEM 
H (x) > H (y)~ pIx),;;;; p( y). 
Corollary: A Gibbs state is passive. 
For every mEN we consider the system S m = (M m, 
n m, H m), where 




n m = Ell n, 
Hm=H®I® .. · ®1+···+I® .. ·®I®H. 
(1) 
If w is a state on ill: with density p, then w '" m is the state on 
ill'" m with density function pm defined by 
Definition 3: w is completely passive if w®m is passive 
state for the system S m for all mEN. 
Theorem 2: w is completely passive if and only if 
p = e- f3H /Z with 0,;;;; f3,;;;; 00. 
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3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
Let us first compute w(1 h ). We start with a perturbation 
h, of the Hamiltonian H. Let <Pt respectively t/lt,s denote the 
phase flows corresponding to H respectively H + h,. Then 
by partial integration (cf. Ref. I) 
Ih = - i 1(:t t/l~o) h, dt. (I a) 
Define 
y, = <P - ,t/l,.o (2) 
so that 
y~ = t/l~o <P *-- , . 
Bearing in mind the formulas 
d A.*-A.*L dt 'f/, -'f/, H' 
d .1,* - .1.* L dt '1"',.0 - '1"',.0 H+h,' 
<P *! f, g l = [<p * f, <p *g l for symplectic <P, 
we find 
d * _ d (.1,* A. * ) dt y, - dt 'I"',.o'f/ -, 
= t/l~o L H + h, <P *-, - t/l~o <p *- , L ff 
= y~<p ~(LH + h, - L H) <p *-, 
= y~ L¢~h, . 
On the other hand, 
(:r t/l~o) h, = t/l~o LH(h,) = y~<p ~LH(h,) 
= y~LH(<P ~h,) = - y~L¢~h,(H) 
and therefore 
( d .1,* ) h _ dt'l"'"o ,- .:!.- y~(H) . dt 
(3) 
Hence I h = y'P-(H) - H and therefore w is passive iff for all 
perturbations h, 
w(y'P-(H) - H »0. (4) 
We now characterize the set of YT'S which can be ob-
tained from a perturbation h,. From (2) it is clear that YTES 
diff(M ), (3) and (h3) imply Y TES diffo(M). Since Yo = id and y, 
satisfies (3), yTESdiffo(M) -id. A very large class g" ofYT's is 
obtained by choosing h, suitable. Take T = 1 and let pEN. 
Let ajEC ""([O,l]-R) such that supp(aj)C [(j - I)/p, j/p], 
aj((j - I)/p) = 0 and aj(j/p) = l,j = I,2, ... ,p. Letgj 
EC a(M) arbitrary,j = 1, ... ,p. Define 
h, = f a;(t)<p*-,(gj)' 
j~l 
Now (3) reads 
d * _ * '()L 
- y, - y, a j t g dt ' 
j-l j for --,;;;; t,;;;;-. 
P P 
This equation can easily be solved, yielding 
YI = exp(Xg)O ... ° exp(Xg,) 




11 = exp(L )0 .• , 0 exp(L ), gl gp 
where exp(Xg) denotes the time 1 map corresponding to the 
Hamiltonian vector field Xg with Hamilton function g. Let 
If! denote the set of y's defined by (5). It follows from Ref. 7 
that if H '(M,R) = 0, the class If! coincides with S diffo(M)-
-id. So, if H '(M,R) = 0 [e.g., M = (RdXRdrl. one has: 
Lemma 1: w is passive iff (4) holds for all yES diffo(M)-
-id. 
Lemma 2: A passive state is invariant. 
Proof Take y, = exp(tXg), then (4) implies 
!!...I w(l1(H) - H) = O. 
dt r~O 
Hence 
w({ g, H II = 0 for all gEC 0' (M), 
yielding the invariance of w. 
Remark: Using the classical KMS condition one shows 
easily that (4) holds for small It I if w is a KMS state.s The 
problem is to show that (4) holds for all t. 
Proof of Theorem 1: For the sake of simplicity we re-
strict ourselves to the case where M = (Rd XRd)n and P con-
tinuous. (This proof can be generalized easily for pEL 1.9) 
Suppose p satisfies (1). To prove passivity, we prove, in 
view of Lemma 1, the a priori stronger assertion 
w(r*(H) - H»O for all yEA diffo(M). Suppose there exists 
yE A diffo(M) such that 
fM [H(x) -H(y(x))] dp(x) = E>O. 
This will lead to a contradiction. Let K be a cube in M such 
that y = id on K C • Define 
A: = sup Ily-'(x)-y-'(y)11 
x.YEK II x - yll 
x,",y 
and 
B: = max I H(x)1 
XEK 
II isjust the Euclidean norm on (Rd XRdt. Sincep is uni-
formly continuous on the cube K, there exists 17 > 0 such that 
for all x, yEK 
II x - yll <1]=>1 pIx) _p(y)1 < E 
8B.A(K) 
Divide the cube K into N small cubic cells C I'C2 ' ... ,C N of 
equal A-measure: A (C;) = A (K)lN and diam(C;)-
= [A (K)lN] Ilr.vr,where r = 2 dn. Choose Nlarge 
enough to ensure 
I L H(x) dp(x) - ;~I H(x;)p(C;) j <. ; , (6) 
j L H (y(x)) dp(x) - ;~I H (x;) p(y-I(C;)) 1<. :' (7) 
( A (K))lI
r 
(A + 1) --,:;- . vr<,1] (8) 
for all possible choices of x I, ... ,XN with X;EC;. Using the 
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mean value theorem, we can choose x;Eint(C;) such that 
p(C;) = ( pix) dA = p(x;) A (C;), i = 1, ... ,N, Jc, 
and then for all i and j 
H(x;»H(xj)=>p(C;)<J.l(C;). (9) 
We claim that there exists a permutation II of [1,2, ... ,N J 
such that 
Cl/V)n y-'(C;)#0, i = 1,2, ... ,N. 
Indeed this follows from a theorem of Hall. 10 The Hall con-
dition is fulfilled because y-I is A-(volume)-preserving. De-
fine U; = Cnll) U y-I(C;); then, using (8), 
diam(Uj)<.(A + 1) diam(C;)<1] 
and therefore 
I p(y-I(C;)) - p(Cl/Ii,li 
= I i_'ICiIP(X)dA - L/lii,P(X)dA I 
<, sup Ip(x)-p(y)I·A(U;) 
X.yEUl 
E E 
<. 8BA(K) .U(C;)= 4BN' 
Hence 
I ;tl H(x;)p(y-' (C;)) - ;tl H(X;)p(Cl/1;1)1 <, : . 
Combining (6), (7), and (10), we obtain 
NNE I H(x;)p(C,) - I H(X;)P(Clll;I» - >0. 
i~ I i~ I 2 
This contradicts (9) (cf. Refs. 11 and 2). 
(10) 
Conversely, let w be passive and suppose p does not 
satisfy ( 1). Then there exist x, yEM such that 
H(x»H(y) and p(x»p(y). (11) 
Since both Hand p are continuous, there are small cells 
C I 3x, C2 3 y such that (11) holds on the cells. We now con-
struct yEA diffo(M) which interchanges the cells C I and C2 
and A ([ xEM I y(x) #x and xicl uC2 J ) is very small. If 
M = R2, one takes y = expXg, whereXg is the vector field of 
Fig. 1. The field goes to zero in the shaded area. In the higher 
dimensional case one proceeds as follows. Take a 2-dim sym-
FIG. 1. 
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plectic plane P through x and Y on which the symplectic 2-
form is nondegenerate. Then take C, and C2 to be two sym-
plectomorphic cylindric cells symplectic-orthogonal to the 
2-dim plane P. Take y restricted to P the transformation of 
Fig. 1 and then extend to the symplectic orthogonal comple-
ment of the plane P. Following this method, one can con-
struct y with 
w(y*(Hl -Hl<O, 
which contradicts the passivity of w. 0 
ProofofTheorem 2: In view of Theorem I complete 
passivity is equivalent to the condition 
H(x,l+ ... +H(xml>H(YIl+ ... +H(Yml 
=? pIx ll",p(xm l< p( y,l···p( Ym 1 
for all (x" ... ,xmlEM m and (Y" ... ,YmlEM m. The rest of the 
proof runs like the proof of Theorem 7 in Ref. 2. 0 
Remark: The "only if' part of Theorem 2 can also be 
proved using the techniques of Ref. 8. 
Note added in prool After this paper was submitted 
we received a preprint by J. Gorecki and W. Pusz contain-
ing similar results obtained by different methods. 
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